Hi Julia -

On the link http://strivesanmateo.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/12032018_Vision_results.pdf, the first respondent listed (from resident responses) is noted as being from "SM Residents Speak." The response reads as follows:

*End OVERDEVELOPMENT, defined by economists as the US’s outsized ecological footprint, excessive consumption, and high greenhouse gas emissions. Car-dependent suburbanism is the culprit, evinced by our 15.53 metric tons of annual CO2 emissions per capita (vs. the UK’s 5.99). SM radically reinvests in its urban areas, ends resource-intensive SFH-exclusive zoning, and remakes itself as a walkable city that can grow its housing and population while shrinking its CO2 emissions.*

I am the Admin and creator for San Mateo Residents Speak, a Facebook page, and this comment does not emanate from me and is not associated with my page in any way. I have almost 1,500 followers, and my posts on this page reach over 2,000 San Mateo residents. Since there is not another group or page which is actually called SM Residents Speak, this is obviously a blatant attempt to use the voice of my page wrongfully to promote someone else’s agenda.

I ask merely that the words SM Residents Speak be removed, and not the comment itself. The comment should only be attributed to a residents, NOT SM Residents Speak.

Thanking you in advance and looking forward to a correction, please.

Lisa Taner